
 

 
 

SWAP MEET GUIDELINES 
September 24, 2016  

 
 

 

The following guidelines have been created to ensure a successful day for both sellers and 

shoppers. If you have any questions, contact hanna.creekmore@bobsbmw.com, 301-497-8949. 

 

1. There is no cost to reserve space, however Bob’s BWM will graciously accept any and 

all donations on behalf of the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation and Ride for Kids. A 

donation in the $20 to $50 range is graciously appreciated if you are just selling assorted 

items and not a motorcycle. 

2. Set up is on the day of the event from 7:30AM-8:45AM. All sellers are expected to be 

ready for business no later than 8:45AM. Gates open at 9AM. Sellers are expected to 

stay until 3PM and be packed up no later than 4PM when the event ends.  

3. Sellers MUST bring their own supplies including, but not limited to, tables, tents, chairs, 

cash for making change, etc. Bob’s BMW will NOT provide change for transactions.  

4. Cars and trailers are NOT permitted on the lot, except to load and unload. Upon arrival, 

check in at the gate, promptly unload, and then immediately move your vehicle off of 

the lot BEFORE setting up your display 

5. Please move your vehicle to the designated parking areas across the street (warehouse 

parking areas) or up the hill in the Kratz parking lot. You may not park on the road 

immediately adjacent to the dealership – spaces along the roadway are reserved for 

customers who will come and go throughout the day.  

6. There will be two designated SWAP MEET areas; the spaces are not assigned; sellers 

may help choose where they want to set up in the designated areas but are mostly 

assigned by the Bob’s BMW staff.  Based on how many items you have to spread out 

and display the spaces might be shared.  

7. ALL brands of motorcycles are welcome for sale at the swap meet. Parking spaces will 

be reserved for sellers with a motorcycle. When you pre-register you MUST mention that 

you plan on displaying a motorcycle for sale. Bob’s BMW reserves the right to limit any 

SWAP MEET participant to one motorcycle. Should you sell a motorcycle as a result of 

attending the Flea Market a recommended RFK donation of $100 is suggested. Checks 

made out to the Ride for Kids or cash can be submitted to Hanna Creekmore on the day 

of the event or even in advance if you’re in a charitable mood.  

8. This is a motorcycle swap meet and is restricted to the sale of motorcycle-related goods.  

9. NO merchandise may be sold or solicitations made inside Bob’s BMW Motorcycles.  
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10. Sellers are responsible for safeguarding their own goods. The Bob’s BMW staff cannot 

help you sell, display or secure your items. Bob will try to be available with some general 

guidance on prices or values for any SWAP MEET participant who needs help. 

11. NO commercial vendors, licensed or unlicensed mini-dealers or other independent 

motorcycle dealers/service operators or centers are permitted to participate in this event. 

If you are unsure if this is you, call Hanna in advance. 

12. Outside food and beverages are not permitted on the property. No alcohol may be 

brought onto the property or consumed on the property at any time before, during or 

after the event.  

 

Bob’s BMW reserves the right to:  

 Turn sellers away who do not pre-register or do not qualify in our opinion. 

 Request removal of any goods not applicable to a motorcycle swap meet 

 Relocate vendors within the designated selling area for any reasons 

 Deny participation to late arrivals or once we have filled the available spaces. 

 


